







PE
Literacy
As readers & writers
we will learn about
classic poetry such as
Beowulf and will study
and write our own
Norse myths and
legends.

Maths
As mathematicians we will
solve problems and develop
our number sense & fluency
when working with number we will also develop our
understanding of shape and
measure.

Geography

History

As Geographers we will
learn about how Britain
was mapped in the past
and how the
geographical features
of our island have made
us appealing to settlers.

As Historians we will be
using a variety of
sources to find out
about the history
Britain from 410AD1066AD and how the
Anglo-Saxon & Viking
Settlers have affected
our lives today

Computing
We will be learning about using email
safely, how to use the internet for
efficient research & developing our
programming skills to make a Viking
themed computer program.

Music
As musicians we will
continue to develop our ukulele skills
through our ukulele band and we will
learn some new Viking themed songs

In our physical development we
will be focussing on ‘Invasion
Games’ and honing our skills in
Hockey & Netball.
We will also study Dance. We
will continue our skills
development in swimming.

Science
As scientists, through
investigation, we will learn
about rocks & fossils and what
they can teach us about the
world around us. We will also
learn about different states
of matter and how changes
occur between them.

RE
In our spiritual and moral
development we will be learning
more about: The Old Testament
& how different people have
been called by God, we will also
explore how our faith can help
us on life’s journey. In our
learning about other cultures,
we will focus on Buddhism.

Art
As Artists we will
explore the use of clay
to make accurate
historical sculptures.

Design Technology
As technologists, we will be
designing, making and
evaluating ships that are
wind powered, sturdy & most
importantly, instil fear into
our enemies! We will also be
designing solutions for when
fold waters attack our
homes.

French
As linguists, we will
develop our
understanding of
conversational French
by taking part in
market themed role
plays.

